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SfaUc shiff of magnetotelluric data and its removal 

in a sedimentary basin environment 

Alan G. Jones* 

ABSTRACT 

Previous modeling investigations of the static shift of 

magnetotelluric (MT) apparent resistivity curves have 

limited appeal in that the electric fields used were point 

measurements, whereas field observations are of voltage 

differences. Thus, inhomogeneities of dimension of the 

order of the electrode line length could not be investi

gated. In this paper, by using a modeling algorithm that 

derives point voltages rather than point electric fields, I 

consider the effect on the MT responses of local near

surface distorting structures, which are both outside of, 

and inside, the telluric electrode array. I show that 

static-shift effects are of larger spatial size but of less 

magnitude than would be expected from conventional 

modeling. Also, the field observation that static shift 

affects only the apparent resistivity curve but not the 

phase response can be replicated by the voltage differ

ence modeling. 

If there exists within the earth a layer whose variation 

in electrical resistivity along the profile can be treated in 

a parametric fashion, then static shift of the apparent 

resistivity curves can be corrected. Deriving the modal 

value from a sufficient number of observations for the 

layer resistivity is the most useful approach. 

INTRODUCTION 

Static shift of magnetotelluric (MT) data is the bane that 

currently prevents more widespread acceptance and appli

cation of the method, not only for problems of academic in

terest but also for those of a more commercial nature. Static 

shift of an apparent resistivity curve is caused by an erroneous 

measurement of the pertinent horizontal component of the 

earth's electric field of regional interest, where the size of the 

region is given by the appropriate scale length at the period of 

interest (see below). The erroneous values are due to the po

tential difference between the electrode pair not truly rep re-

senting the horizontal electric field component because of the 

presence of charges on local surficial, or near-surface, lateral 

inhomogeneities. The effect is closely related to the current 

channeling problem of MT data (see, for example, lones, 

1983a); however, it differs from the latter in that even at the 

highest frequency the potential difference does not give the 

correct amplitude for the regional electric field, whereas the 

phase lead of the electric field over the magnetic field is cor

rect. The appropriate scale length at a particular period is 

either (I) the inductive scale length, which can be taken to be 

given by either the real part of Schmucker's C function (the 

depth of the maximum eddy current flow, Weidelt, 1972), or 

by the Niblett-Bostick depth (Niblett and Sayn-Wittgenstein, 

1960; Bostick, 1977; lones, 1983b); or (2) the electrode dipole 

separation, whichever is the greater. Static shifts of apparent 

resistivity curves are evident in the published MT literature, 

particularly in regions where the surficial layer is highly re

sistive (see, for example, Berdichevsky et aI., 1980; Demidova, 

1986; Kurtz et aI., I 986a,b). Three-dimensional (3-D) numeri

cal modeling studies by Park et al. (1983), Wannamaker et al. 

(1984), and Park (1985) have shown that 3-D inhomogeneities 

can radically affect the responses observed, and in particular 

Wannamaker et al. (1984) emphasize the role played by 

charges on the boundaries that are ignored, for example, when 

modeling 3-D data by I-D or 2-D solutions. These charges are 

of a more minor consequence in the B-polarization, or TM, 

mode than in the E-polarization, or TE, mode of induction, as 

they are correctly represented on some of the boundaries of 

the body (see also lones, 1983a). However, at sufficiently short 

periods. the modeled apparent resistivities must asymp

totically approach the correct value, and accordingly, these 

modeling studies illustrate current channeling rather than 

static shift. 

The basic difference between current channeling and static 

shift is that static shift does not affect the phases of the MT 

impedance tensor, whereas current channeling does. Thus, 

static shift is, as implied, a shift of the apparent resistivity 

curve by the same multiplicative factor at all frequencies such 

that the shape of the curve is retained when plotted on a 

log-ordinate scale without any corresponding change in the 
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phase curve. As will be shown in the section "Modeling 

Study," this phase curve independence is due to the finite 

electrode dipole separation. 

The static shift tensor {:, a 2 x 2 real tensor that is 

frequency:-independent, distorts the true MT tensor 'It to give 

the observed tensor 'lto , viz., 

'lto = {:'It. 

If 'It is 1-D, then, as shown by Larsen (1977) and others, it is 

possible to derive the elements of {: except for an unknown 

multiplicative factor (D in Larsen's nomenclature), and esti

mates of this factor can be obtained from induction methods 

that use magnetic fields alone (Larsen, 1977; Fluche, 1983). If 

Z is 2-D, then methods can be used to analyze Zo such that 

the true regional strike can be determined (Bahr, 1985; Zhang 

et al., 1987), and after appropriate rotation of the coordinate 

system, the off-diagonal elements of Z~ (where the prime de

notes the rotated impedance tensor) are in error by real multi

plicative constants. If Z is 3-D, then obviously no decompo

sition is possible without a priori information. Unpublished 

studies by Steveling et ai., in which {: is assumed to be a 

complex 2 x 2 tensor whose elements vary with frequency, 

have shown that the real parts of the elements are stable, 

dominant, and frequency-independent, whereas the imaginary 

parts are relatively much smaller and vary with frequency. 

For situations in which 'It is either 1-D or 2-D, the rotation

ally invariant impedances are proving useful, and many 

workers are now adopting and interpreting these. Also, these 

invariant forms may be validly interpreted in a I-D manner 

when the real earth is, in fact, 2-D or even 3-D. There are 

basically two distinct and different forms, both introduced ini

tially by Berdichevsky and Dmitriev (1976) and termed by 

them "effective impedances." 

The Berdichevsky average is the arithmetic mean of the 

off-diagonal elements of ,?:, taking the quadrant in which the 

phase information lies into account, and is given by 

ZB = Cx
y ~ Zyx). 

This form has been employed by, for example, Ingham and 

Hutton (1982), 16dicke et aL (1983), Mbipom and Hutton 

(1983), Ingham (1985), Beamish (1986), Jones and Garland 

(1986), and Green et aL (1987). 

The other form, which is termed the "determinant average" 

in North American literature and the" effective impedance" in 

European work, is given by the square root of the determinant 

of the impedance tensor, 

ZD = JZxxZyy - ZxyZyz· 

It has been used by Berdichevsky et aL (1980), Demidova et aL 

(1985), Sule and Hutton (1986), and Hutton et aL (1987), and 

its properties have been discussed by Ranganayaki (1984). For 

a 2-D earth the determinant average represents the geometric 

mean of the two off-diagonal impedance tensor elements. 

Note that in terms of Eggers's (1982) eigenstate formulation 

of the MT tensor, for the general case when Ei - Hi = 0, the 

above defined Berdichevsky and determinant averages are the 

arithmetic and geometric means of Eggers's eigenvalues A + 

and A - , respectively. 

The determinant form has the advantage over the Berdi

chevsky one in that the phase of the determinant <PD is un-

changed by multiplication of the true impedance tensor,?: by a 

2 x 2 real tensor {: representing static shift, whatever the di

mensionality of Z. However, there is no reason whatsoever for 

assuming that any of the other rotationaIly invariant MT re

sponses, i.e., PB' <PB' and PD' is any less affected by static shift. 

Indeed, if only one electrode is close to a local small-scale 

feature, which may often be the case particularly in sedi

mentary basins, these averages are inferior to the MT response 

derived from the unaffected electrode pair. Accordingly, it is 

emphasized that static-shift corrections should be made to 'lto 

prior to construction of the above invariant forms. 

In this paper, I intend to illustrate static shift by 2-D B

polarization modeling that is based on voltage differences be

tween two locations rather than point electric field values. 

Results of such modeling, described in detail by Poll et aL 

(1987), are what we should be comparing our field data to, in 

that we estimate the electric field from the voltage difference 

between two electrodes and do not make a point measurement 

of the field directly. (In contrast, magnetic field measurements 

are virtually point measurements in space.) 

The second part of the paper will describe a technique for 

removing static shifts from MT data recorded in sedimentary 

basin environments. Various methods, currently in use for re

moving static shift, necessitate additional unconventional 

equipment for their implementation. These include conducting 

a controlled-source survey in which magnetic fields alone are 

measured (Andrieux and Wightman, 1984; Sternberg et aI., 

1985), or deploying many electrode dipole pairs simultaneous

ly [ElectroMagnetic Array Profiling (EMAP) technique, Bo

stick, 1986; Shoemaker et aI., 1986; Word et aL, 1986]. How

ever, these methods do not aid in solving the static-shift prob

lem for typical reconnaissance MT surveys or for previously 

recorded data sets. 

What is required is a method that uses the MT responses 

alone. However, as shown for example by Larsen (1977), when 

only MT data are available, there always remains an irresolv

able static-shift factor. Thus an a priori assumption must be 

made. One possible method is to derive a regional or global 

resistivity curve from the profile and to shift the data to match 

this curve in some manner (e.g., Gordienko et aL, 1981; Kras

nobayeva et aI., 1981; Warner et aL, 1983; Vanyan et aL, 

1983), a procedure which implicitly assumes that the earth is 

1-0 everywhere with distortions due to local inhomogeneities. 

Alternatively, one could choose a representative frequency and 

determine an area-averaged apparent resistivity by weighting 

surrounding sites using a chosen smoothing window (Berdi

chevsky et aI., 1980; Sternberg et aI., 1985). Or, the data from 

a given region could be averaged at each frequency (e.g., 

Moroz, 1985). Even more restrictive would be requiring all 

apparent resistivity curves to pass through a single chosen 

apparent resistivity value at one frequency. However, all of 

these procedures will obviously lead to erroneous results if, for 

example, the layer thicknesses change radically or the resistivi

ty of the surface layer changes along the profile. The technique 

I propose is less restrictive than any of those given above and 

is also simple in application. For its valid implementation it is 

necessary that there exist a layer within the sedimentary or 

other layered sequence whose electrical resistivity varies lat

erally in a fashion that can be described adequately by a 

simple parametric model. I illustrate the method on data re

corded across the WiIliston Basin in Canada, a thick Phanero-
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zoic basin of up to 2.5 km of sediments overlying Precambrian 

basement. 

MODELlNG STUDY 

Static shift is due to local surface or near-surface inhomoge

neities. Generally, these features are 3-D, but to illustrate the 

problem of static shift, I consider two very small-scale local 

2-D surficial bodies in an otherwise I-D layered earth (Figure 

I). The lateral inhomogeneities are 10 m square and of resis

tivity Ion· m, embedded in a layer of 103 n· m and thickness 

200 m which overlies a more conducting zone of 10 Q. m 

down to 2 km depth. Beneath the conducting zone is a re

sistive basement of 104 n . m. At depth, there are layers of 102 

n . m and 1 n· m to represent the lower crust-upper mantle 

and the electrical asthenosphere, respectively. Such a l-D 

model is of interest for geologic areas where, for example, 

thick basalt lavas cover oil-bearing sediments. The resolution 

of parameters of an equivalent I-D model was discussed by 

Ilkisik and Jones (1984). 

In the E-polarization mode of induction in a 2-D body, 

there are no charges generated within the earth, and thus 

static shift effects are absent. However, in the B-polarization 

mode, charges build up on the boundaries of the inhomoge

neities, and the electric field is perturbed from its regional 

value. (Note that in this case of a true 2-D surficial inhomoge

neity, obviously one could avoid the whole problem of static 

shifts by considering the E-polarization results alone.) Con

ventional modeling of these charges is of limited appeal in that 

the calculated electric field is derived at a point, whereas mea

sured electric fields are determined from the voltage difference 

between electrodes. Poll et al. (1987) describe their method for 

computing voltage differences for a given 2-D model; their 

code was used to generate the results presented below. The 

voltage differences could be estimated by numerically inte

grating the derived electric fields at a sufficient number of 

surface locations from a conventional B-polarization code. 

However, one would always be uncertain that such a numeri

cal determination had been correctly undertaken across sur

face locations where the conductivity, and thus the electric 

field, was discontinuous (e.g., locations -55 m, -45 m, and 

- 5 m in Figure 1). In Poll et al.'s (1987) code, point voJtages 

are derived explicitly; thus, the voltage differences are both 

-mOm -50m 0 50m 
I I • ,om.~1011m 

IOm 
1000.()..m 

w 
c 
~ 
-------------------0.2 km 

E 10Slm 

2 --------------------2km 
:r: 

10000.()..m f-
a. 
UJ 
Cl 
-------------------- 20 km 

100.()..m 

--------------------400km 

1.()..m 

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional model of two small surficial conduc
tive inclusions within a layered earth. 

simple to construct and accurate (the calculated voltages were 

compared against analytical solutions by Poll et aI., 1987). 

The point electric field results were computed using Brewitt

Taylor and Weaver's code (Brewitt-Taylor and Weaver, 1976) 

with recent corrections (J. T. Weaver, Pers. comm. 1986), a 

code which was shown to be accurate in both. the B and the 

E-polarization modes by comparison with an analytical con

trol model (Weaver et aI., 1985, 1986). 

A comparison of point electric modeling and the voltage 

difference approach for an electrode pair of 25 m separation 

for the model in Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 2 for the three 

periods of 0.01 s, 1 s, and 100 s. The main results are: 

(1) The effect of the inhomogeneities on the apparent 

resistivities is of larger spatial size for voltage difference 

than for point electric. Thus, static-shift effects are seen 

farther from the inhomogeneity for voltage differences. 

(2) The voltage difference static shift introduces both 

P. ::J ' , ~=~=J 
(n'm) t ~ ~ 

10' J I I I I 
(a) 

~ :::1 Cl 9 
102~--r-_,---r--._--r-_,--_r--._--r--, 

Po ,I-______ ~~I 
\0 

(n'm) 

(b) 

Po 2 
10 

(n'm) / "'--.... 
(c) 

10' 
, , , , 

~ ]f---: -:~: ---""'Id 
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 o 

DISTANCE (m) 

FlU. 2. Conventional point electric field modeling (fine lines) 
compared to voltage difference modeling (heavy lines), with an 
electrode line length of 25 m, for the structure shown in Figure 
1 in the B-polarization mode of induction at (a) 0.01 s, (b) 1 s, 
and (c) 100 s periodicity. For the voltage difference modeling, 
the electrodes are positioned equidistantly about the given 
distance. 
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an overestimate and an underestimate of the correct I-D 

region apparent resistivity (given by the value at - 100 

m), and the underestimate is of half an order of mag

nitude rather than the three or more orders of mag

nitude determined from the point electric calculations. 

(3) Statistically, there is a greater probability of un

derestimating the true apparent resistivity than of over

estimating it. Also, the underestimated value is in error 

by a greater amount than the overestimated value. (The 

converse is true for a resistive inhomogeneity, see 

below.) 

(4) The phase derived by the point electric method 

changes dramatically within the inhomogeneity, 

whereas the voltage difference phase is exactly the same 

as the regional value. 

Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of the regional I-D re

sponse to the voltage difference responses at locations of - 70 

m (solid circles) and - 50 m (open circles), and static shifts of 

the voltage difference apparent resistivities by factors of 1.17 

and 0.79 with no apparent differences in phase. The phenome

non of shifted apparent resistivities but regionalIy correct 

phase values is precisely what is attributed to static shift, but 

would not have been concluded from the point electric mod

eling investigation. Also note from Figure 2 that for the point 

electric modeling as the period increases, the phase deviation 

from the regional value within the inhomogeneity decreases. 

Thus, at long periods, point electric modeling gives the re

gionally correct phase and erroneous apparent resistivity; ac

cordingly, this effect may be attributed to static shift; but, as 

mentioned in the Introduction, it is actually a current 

channeling phenomenon. 

001 

10' • • 
pc • 0 

0 

U2:ml • 0 

10' 
0 • 

0 

PERIOD (5) 

FIG. 3. One-dimensional modeling (solid lines) compared to 
voltage difference modeling (with 25 m electrode separation) 
of the structure shown in Figure I in the B-polarization mode 
of induction at locations of - 70 m (solid circles) and - 50 m 
(open circles), i.e., electrodes at distances of (- 82.5, 57.5) and 
(- 62.5, 37.5), respectively, for the voltage difference modeling. 

Jones 

Increasing the electrode separation smooths out the static

shift effect, as shown in Figure 4, which illustrates the appar

ent resistivities that would be observed at 1 s for line length 

increasing from 25 m to 50 m to 100 m. This feature is the 

principal phenomenon underlying the Electromagnetic Array 

Profiling (EMAP) approach (Bostick, 1986; Shoemaker et aI., 

1986; Word et aI., 1986). 

If the inhomogeneities are resistive (10 5 n· m) instead of 

conductive, the results illustrated in Figure 5 for a 25 m dipole 

at a period of I s would be observed. The results for conduc

tive and resistive inhomogeneities are almost reflections of 

each other about the correct I-D apparent resistivity of 10.2 

n'm, but in fact the resistive inhomogeneities have a slightly 

larger multiplicative static-shift factor than do the conductive 

ones. 

This comparison of point electric modeIing against voltage 

difference modeling has important implications for comparing 

the results of analog to numerical modeling (electrode dipole 

lengths in analog studies are typically of the order of kilome

ters to tens of kilometers); or of analog model studies to field 

data (e.g., Ramaswamy et aI., 1980). 

10°+-~r--,--~--.---~~---.---r--'-~ 
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 o 

DISTANCE (m) 

FIG. 4. Effect on the apparent resistivity of varying the elec
trode line length for the model shown in Figure 1 at a period 
of I s for electrode dipole separations of 25 m (dotted line), 50 
m (dashed-dotted line), and 100 m (dashed line) . 
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FIG. 5. Conductive (solid line) compared to resistive (dashed 
line) inhomogeneities at 1 s period for 25 m electric dipole 
length. 
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FIG. 6. General model of a highly non uniform thin sheet 
above an earth in which a I-D model is valid up to a maxi
mum period. It is assumed that there exists within the earth a 
layer whose variation with lateral distance can be described in 
a parametric fashion, and that estimates of this layer's elec
trical resistivity are scattered about the locally true value. 
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STATIC SHIFT REMOVAL 

I1lustrated- in Figure 6 is the assumed conceptual model: a 

random 3-D thin sheet over an earth in which the layer pa

rameters (depth to base di and resistivity p,) vary sufficiently 

slowly laterally that a I-D interpretation of the static correct

ed data at each site is valid up to a certain maximum fre

quency. From the field observations, we can derive for each 

site and for both polarizations, i.e., both off-diagonal elements 

of?,o, a best-fitting l-D model appropriate up to a maximum 

frequency. At each location the true resistivity and depth to 

the base of the ith layer are Pi (x. y) and d,(x, y). From the ZXY 

response, our estimates of these parameters are given by 

Px . i(X. y) = Pi(X, y)D;2(X, y) 

and 

dx . i(X. y) = dJx, y)D; \x. y), 

(Larsen, 1977) where Dx(x, y) is the real static-shift factor for 

that location (x. y) and for the electric field in the x direction. 

We can also obtain an estimate of Pi (x, y) and di (x. y) from 

the ZyX responses. viz .. 

Py. i(X, y) = Pi(X. y)D;2(X. y) 
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FIG. 7. MT site locations (dols) and boreholes (circled dots). Also shown are the locations of the GDS sites of Alabi 
et al. (crosses) and their positioning of the NACP anomaly (shaded). 
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and 

dy.Jx, y) = d,(x, y)D,:-'(x, y). 

There is little cause for Pi(X, y) and di(x, y) to correlate 

significantly, but Px . dx, y) and dx . i(X, y) will correlate because 

of their interdependence through D xC;;, y), and so will PY. i (x, y) 

and d". i(.\:' y) through DJ>:, y). Also, the estimates are all 

interrelated such that 

(dependence on x, y assumed) must hold. 

The method proposed assumes that one of the layers in the 

sequence, the ith layer, can be represented in a parametric 

fashion, and that our estimates of Pi(X, y) given by Px. ,(x, y) 

and pv• i(X, y) vary in some statistical manner about the true 

value. 

, 

r I: 
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FIG. 8. (Left) MT data from the penultimate westernmost lo
cation of the profile (circles are xy, or E-polarization, re
sponses; diamonds are yx, or B-polarization, ones). The two 
orthogonal data overlap at all periods. The error bars are one 
standard error, and where bars are omitted, they are smaller 
than the symbol used to plot the data. The two solid lines are 
the theoretical responses to the 1-0 layered earth models illus
trated on the right side. 

FIG. 9. MT data from all 35 locations along the WiIliston 
Basin profile. (a) are the E-polarization data, and (b) are the 
B-polarization data. Note the static shift corruption of the 
apparent resistivity data. 

Jones 

The data employed to illustrate the technique are from 35 

high-quality MT sites along a 407 km east-west profile just 

north of the US-Canadian border over the Phanerozoic Wil

Iiston sedimentary basin, which over lies the North American 

Central Plains (NACP) and the ThOmpson BElt (TO BE) con

ductivity anomalies (Jones and Savage, 1986). A geographic 

site location map, and the positions of the boreholes referred 

to later, are given in Figure 7, together with the positions of 

the earlier Geomagnetic Depth Sounding sites of Alabi et aL 

(1975) and their proposed location of the NACP. For lo

cations on the easternmost and westernmost ends of the. pro

file, the data are I-D for the whole period range of observa

tions, whereas responses from locations directly above the two 

conductivity anomalies are J-D up to approximately 10 s 

period. An example of typical data from one location, the 

penultimate westernmost site, is illustrated in Figure 8, togeth

er with the I-D layered earth models that explain the observed 

responses in the two orthogonal polarizations [derived using 
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FIG_ 10. Derived parameters Px • 2 (y), Pr. 2 (y), dx • 2 (y) and 

"".2 (y) of the second layer from I-D inversions of the data 

ilJustrated in Figure 9. The thick solid line is the mapped 
position of the Ashern dolomite, the marker horizon between 
the Upper and Lower Paleozoic sequences; the thick dashed 
line is the mapped base of the conducting zone in the west of 
the profile; and thel/ne solid line is the topography. The longi
tudinal positions along the profile are indicated by the values 
west of QC. 
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FrG. 11. The ratio [dx. 1 Cvl/dy. 2 Cv)] x [j PY. 2 (Y)/Px. 2 (y)] for 
each location along the profile. 



FIG. 12. The electrical Laterolog information from the boreholes along the profile. 
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Fischer and Le Quang's (1981) MINIM procedure]. The error 

bars indicate one standard error; where bars are omitted, the 

standard error is smaller than the symbol used to plot the 

datum, 

The responses from all sites are illustrated in Figures 9a and 

9b, where Figure 9a is the E-polarization mode (Z,x where x 

and y are geomagnetic north and east, respectively), and 

Figure 9b is the B-polarization mode data, No error infor

mation is plotted, but generally the estimates have associated 

standard errors of the order of I percent or smaller (see Figure 

8 as an example of the quality of the data), Severe static-shift 

effects of up to one decade are obvious in the figure, 

One-dimensional inversions of these data (using the mini

mization scheme of Fischer and Le Quang, 1981) taken up to 

10 s period yielded acceptable three-layer models of type H, 

i,e" PI > P2 < PJ' We should not expect that the top wea

thered resistive layer, PIty) (dependence on x dropped since 

the data are from an east-west profile), will display any simple 

parametric function with distance laterally, but Pz (y) may, 

Note that for type H models, S 2 (the conductance of the 

second layer h1!pz) is usually the best resolved model parame

ter, and Tz (the depth-integrated resistivity 112 P2)' the least 

well resolved; the ordering of the resolution of the model 

parameters obviously depends upon the frequency range (cC, 

Jones and Foster, 1986), Thus, for imprecise data describing a 

type H earth, the resistivity pz and thickness h2 are not inde

pendently known but only their combination S2' For precise 

data, however. i.e" standard errors of the order of I percent, 

such as the data set analyzed here, both P2 and h2 are deter

mined to within a standard error of 2 percent. 

Figure 10 illustrates the derivcd second layer resistivities 

Px . 2 (y) and Pv. 2 (y), and depths to base dx • 2 (y) and d
v
• 2 (y), 

from inversions of the responses illustrated in Figures 9a and 

9b. Note that the estimated parameters appear to correlate 

with the topography at longitudes 104°-104.5' in that there 

are systematically smaller values for both estimates from sites 

at this location, Perhaps this correlation is not surprising, 

since variation in topography often indicates a more inhomo

geneous surfieial layer. Also shown in Figure 10 is the depth 

to the top of the Lower Paleozoic sequence, in this region 

given by the Ashern dolomite marker bed, as derived from 

well logs coupled with seismic control (Hutt, 1953; Paterson, 

1975; Norris et aI., 1982; Savage, Pers. comm" 1986), 

The correlation coefficients between Px. 2 (y) and dx. 2 (y) and 

between pv• 2 (y) and dv, z (y) are 0.472 and 0.469, respectively, 

which are statistically significant and well above the expected 

value for a random correlation of I/J35 = 0,17. Fi ure 11 

illustrates the ratio [dx. 2 (y)/d,. z (Y)] x [ py. z (Y)/Px. 2 (y)], 

The ratio is close to unity for the whole profile. Accordingly, 

we can be quite confident that the differences between the two 

orthogonal data at each location, up to the maximum appro

priate frequency for validity of the I-D assumption, are ascrib

able to static-shift effects. 

Figure 12 illustrates the Laterolog electrical resistivity infor

mation along the profile for sedimentary sequences below the 

Second White Speckeled shale (a marker bed at the top of the 

Lower Cretaceous rocks). As is apparent in the figure, the 

Upper Devonian rocks are far more conductive (3-10 Q. m) in 

the eastern part of the profile than in the western part (30-100 

Q. rn), This variation is caused_ by th~ Praide evaporite forma

tion's, which lies conformably on top of the Ashern dolomite, 

being leached out in the east with highly saline fluid in/Wing 
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the porous rock matrix; whereas in the west the evaporite is 

still dry and the infiIling fluid is more resistive. Thus, the MT 

responses should show the depth of the conducting P2 layer 

correlating with the Ashern dolomite to the east; but to the 

west, this depth should correlate with the depth to the middle 

of the Mississippian strata (shown by a dashed line on Figure 

10). 

Also of significance in Figure 12 is the small lateral vari

ation in electrical resistivity of the upper part of the Mississip

pian, Triassic, and Jurassic formations; consequently, these 

layers collectively conform well to the basic model illustrated 

in Figure 6. 

The Px. 2 (y) and Pv. 2 (y) estimates were analyzed and 

various parametric descriptions of their behavior with lateral 

distance were defined. These parametric descriptions of P2 (y) 

were used as the basis for deriving the appropriate Dx (y) and 

D,(Y) static-shift factors at each location, and these factors 

were then employed to correct the dx. 2 (y) and dv, 1 (y) depths 

by 

d~, 2 (y) = D x (y)d x • 2 (y) 

and 

d;. 2 (y) = D, (y)d y • 2 Cv). 

Figure 13 illustrates the corrected depths compared to the 

depths to the known base of the conducting layer for the 

following: 

(a) A weighted mean of Px. 2 (y) and P,.. 2 (y), weighted 

inversely by their difference at each y, resulting in P2 = 
2,7Q·m. 

(b) A second weighted mean, where the Px • 2 (y) and 

Py. 2 (y) estimates were thought to describe three zones 

given by longitudes 100o-103S, 103.5'-104.5", and 

104.5"-106", 

(c) A straight-line fit to the Px• 2 (y) and Pv. 2 (y) esti

mates. 

(d) A second-order polynomial fit to the Px . 2 (y) and 

Pv. z (y) estimates. 

. (e) The modal value of Px. 2 (y) and P,.. 2 (y), which is 

3 Q, m, Figure 14 shows a histogram of Px. 2 (y) and 

P,.2(Y)' 

It is apparent from Figure 13 that the straight-line fit de

scription of P2 (y) with lateral distance gives the best results in 

terms of the resulting correlation of the static-corrected depths 

with the known depths to the base of the conducting layer 

beneath each location. However, without the a priori well log 

information, the correct parametric description of P2 (y) would 

not be known, Hence, it is suggested that the modal value 

description is to be preferred in that it is a robust statistic, 

whereas the others can be highly perturbed by outliers, The 

modal value corrected depths are close to the known depths 

for most of the profile and are too large, by a factor of 

~ = 1.17, at the western end. However, all parametric 

descriptions give results which are superior to the original 

uncorrected ones. 

The P2 layer resistivity histogram, Figure 14, illustrates that 

for these data the error introduced by the downward-shifted 

curves is of greater magnitude than the upward-shifted ones. 

From the conclusions of the modeling study, we can surmise 
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that the distorting local inhomogeneities were predominately 

of higher conductivity than the surrounding host. 

The derived static-shift factors Dx(Y) and D/y} from the 

modal description were then used to correct the observed ap

parent resistivitics to give the static-corrected apparent re

sisti vities 

and 

at each period T. Obviously, an inversion of these static

corrected data will yield a model in which the second layer 

has a resistivity equal to the adopted modal value of 3 (2. m. 

The apparent resistivity data prior to, and subsequent to, 

application of the correction technique are illustrated in Fig

ures ISa, ISb, ISc, and 15d as contoured pseudosections. The 

uncorrected apparent resistivities (Figures 15a and ISb) show 

the vertical structure often associated with static-shifted data; 
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FIG. 13. The static corrected dz depths from both the P
X

' and 
1\ . .< information, derived for differing parametric descriptions 
of the second layer with its resistivity being given by the 
p". 2 (y) and Px . 2 (y) resistivities determined from the data. (a) 
weighted mean; (b) sectional weighted mean; (c) first-order 
polynomial fit; (d) second-order polynomial fit; and (e) the 
modal value. The numbns shown are the second-layer resis
tivity at that location. 
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this is particularly obvious at stations located at positions of 

50 km and t20 km. In contrast, the corrected apparent re

sistivities (Figures ISc and 15d) are much more uniform lat

erally to periods of 10 s. Note that with this technique the 

high-frequency asymptotes are permitted to be different, which 

is necessary because Pl(Y) varies radically with distance lat

erally as the surficial layer becomes more conductive going 

from west to east. Such variation could not be accommodated 

using the othcr schemes described above for static-shift correc

tion based on MT data alilne. figure 16 illustrates- all the 

corrected MT responses, and can be compared directly to the 

uncorrected ones of Figure 9. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I have illustrated static shift of magnetotelluric data by a 

2-D theoretical modeling study which takes into account the 

fact that our field measurements are of voltage differences and 

not or point electric fields, and have shown that static-shift 

effects are of larger spatial size but of less magnitude than 

would be expected from conventional modeling. The empirical 

phenomenon that phase is unaffected by static shift has been 

explained. 

A method has been proposed for correcting for static shift 

from data recorded over a region in which one layer may 

validly be considered to be sufficiently homogeneous laterally 

that its resistivity can be described as a simple parametric 

variation with distance. The description considered to be least 

perturbed by outliers is the modal value of the estimates of the 

layer's resistivity. An example of the application of this tech

nique to a data set from the WiIIiston Basin in Canada was 

shown, with a dramatic improvement in the correlation of 

apparent resistivity curves for each polarization and for neigh

boring locations evident. Although the method has been illus-
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FIG. 16. The static-shift corrected MT data from all 35 lo

cations along the Williston Basin profile. (a) (left side) are the 

E-polarization data, and (b) (right side) are the B-polarization 

data. 

trated for a sedimentary basin environment, it is also appli

cable in areas where a layer exists that can be considered to be 

homogeneous laterally. Such an example is given by Green et 

al. (1987), where the underplated oceanic layer was assigned a 

value of 8000 n· m and inversions of the phase data alone 

yielded depths to the top of the conducting layer that corre

lated very well with the depth to the top of a reflecting hor

Izon. 
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